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Sahir Ludhianvi

On the breast of youthful night, the milky stole
Plays coy like a sensuous dream
Beautiful flowers, petals and pretty branches
lithe like a damsel’s body
Far away the Horizon fades away slowly
The Earth is stunning like a dreamland
Fantasies emerge as images
At times just a doubt, at others like a belief
Those trees under which we used to take refuge
Even today stand still like a guardian
Under their shadow, today again, two throbbing hearts
Have come to converse with quiet lips
Who knows with how much effort and struggle
They have secured these unsettled moments
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It was the same ambiance, season and period
Where started we our feat of love
With throbbing heart, and bashful looks
We made a little request to the invisible Lord
That the lotus buds of our wish would bloom into flowers
Prayers from our heart and soul would be accepted
Fantasies emerge as images
You are coming stealthily from people’s watchful eyes
With scary looks and disguised body
Fearful of the sound of your own footsteps
Scared of the flicker of your own shadow
Fantasies emerge as images
A little boat moves with the blowing wind
The oarsman sings on the melody of running stream
Your body, with every rise and fall of waves
Sways gently in my open arms
Fantasies emerge as images
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I am fixing flowers into your hair bun
Your eyes are laden with brimming joy
I wish I knew what am I to tell you today
My tongue is dry, my voice is hoarse
Fantasies emerge as images
Your sinuous arms are around my neck
Your lips are under the shadow of my lips
I am certain we would never become estranged
You qualm that despite our reunion we are strangers
Fantasies emerge as images
With great humility and grace
You are picking scattered books from my bed
Songs that are sung on dholak on the wedding night
You are humming those melodies so tenderly
Fantasies emerge as images
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How wonderful and adoring were those moments
How delicate and lovely was bridegroom’s headgear
As if every lively street in the town was an island of dreams
Every swell in mind, every puff of breeze was a medley of songs
Suddenly the sound of hooves arose from the fragrant fields
Laden with ammunition’s stench came the wind from the West
On the brilliant face of creation spread destruction’s clouds
Savagery danced in every village, jungle grew in all town
From the cultured West had come those, dressed in khaki uniform
Stacked with arrogance, drenched in inebriation
They started pegging tents on the quite earth
The soft pathways were scratched by heavy boots
Under the noise of military band, the spinning wheel lost their call
The dust from rolling jeeps buried the flowery attires
Humans became cheap, while utility items became expensive
Village’s meeting centre became deserted, the recruitment offices
became abundant
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Town’s buoyant youth started leaving as soldiers
The track from which few returned, became their main pathway
These departing troops took our honour and youthfulness
Mothers lost their young sons, sister lost their favourite brother
Sadness took over the hamlet, the fairs lost their vivacity
From the branches of mango trees, the swings slowly disappeared
Dust prevailed over the bazars; hunger sprouted in magazines
Goods disappeared from the shops and were hidden in storerooms
The poverty gripping the poor homes grew into unbearable
affliction
Inflation made everyone depleted, the whole town turned destitute
The herding girls lost their way, water carriers abandoned the well
So many virgins wailed, and left the parental home
Poverty-stricken peasants sold their cattle and possessions
The very urge to survive forced people to sell life-bearing items
When nothing was left to sell, people started trading their bodies
That which was forbidden in privacy, became a public exhibition
Fantasies emerge as images
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Early evening you are coming with untidy hair
Burdened with thousands of condemnations
Hiding your bodily nakedness
From the assault of lustful eyes
Fantasies emerge as images
I have been to the city and looked through every door
Nowhere I found a return for my labour
In the political casinos of the oppressors
None valued my intellectual toil
Fantasies emerge as images
Your home is in a state of turmoil
From the battle-front, a messenger has come with a telegram
The one whose name was more precious than life
That brother has fallen among the enemy
Fantasies emerge as images
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Infamy abounds everywhere
Every road-turn is crowded with notoriety
No friendship, no curtsy, no loving, no sincerity
No one is for anyone, today one stands alone
Fantasies emerge as images
That pathway which is desolate like my heart
I know not, where would it lead you
The butchers of conscientiousness are there to buy you
The horizon is imbued with the blood of my wishful heart
Fantasies emerge as images
I still remember the evening that was soiled with Sun’s blood
I still remember the expiration of the golden dreams of longing
That evening I learnt that, like the grain, in this world
The smile of terrified maidens is also sold
That evening I learn that in these commercial dealings
Even the identity of two innocent souls is sold
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That evening I learned that when a father’s land is lost
Motherhood’s precious dreams are put to sale
That evening I learned that when brothers are consumed in war
In the brothels of capital, sisters’ youth is put to sale
I still remember the evening that was soiled with Sun’s blood
I still remember the expiration of the golden dreams of wishing
Today, you sit lonesome thousands of miles away
Or in a gleeful company
You probably dream of me, sitting in a stranger’s lap
And I with a rueful heart labour day and night
Die, just for the endurance of life
I soil my art to bring riches to others
I am fettered, you are too, just as everyone else
Demands of the body overwhelm that of mind
In this era, living entails a path to the gallows or humiliation
I could not make it to the gallows, nor did you try hard enough
You wished but could not achieve it
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We are two such souls who could not reach the wishful goal
We live for appearance, but pyres burn in our scorching breath
Reticent fidelity smoulders slowly
On the hardened road of facts, our dreams are ablaze
And today again when two shadows lurk under the trees
Where two hearts have come to reunite
Death’s storm has risen again, war’s clouds are overwhelming
I ponder lest these two would have the same destiny as we
Would their passion also collapse
Their fate ought not to have an evening drenched in blood
I still remember that evening that was sodden with Sun’s blood
I still remember the end of those golden dreams of desire
Our love could not sustain all the misfortunes
But I wish they would get a night of fulfilled wishes
We were put to death struggle without any protection
But, I hope they would achieve a vibrant life
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For a long time, politicians have this as a hobby
When children grow up, they are to be slaughtered
For a long time, the rulers have this obsession
That hunger is to be planted in lands far and near
For a long time, youthful dreams have become barren
For a long time, love seeks a sanctuary
For a long time, on the roads of atrocities
Existence seeks shelter for its chastity
Let us say to all the trodden souls today
We turn every wound into a tongue
Our secret is not private, but collective
Let us expose it to all the world
Let us tell the political gamblers
We hate all aspects of war and aggression
An attire that accepts nothing else but blood red
We hate that apparel of existence
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Say it, if any murderer came this way
The path would become narrow with every step
Every gust of wind would revert and assail
Every branch would turn into a stony stick
Get up and tell today every warmonger
We require machines for our work
We do not wish to grab anyone’s land
We need ploughs for our fields
Say it, that no merchant should come this way
Now no virgin would be sold here
These fields have awakened, the crops are standing
Now no nursery is here for sale
This soil belongs to Gautam and Nanak
No savages would trespass this sacred land
Our blood belongs to the new generations
No armies would feed on our gore
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Say, if even today we were to stay silent
Then this amazing land has no future
These menaces that are raised by atomic obsession
Would neither exonerate Earth nor Sky
In the previous war only houses were destroyed, but this time
I Would not be surprised if this solitude also disappears
In the previous war only bodies were burnt, but this time
I Would not be surprised if these images also get seared
Fantasies emerge as images
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